
You know where to get the
best crawfish in town.

Do you know where to
find excellent healthcare?

Healthcare where your health is the only care.

Helping to keep those in our community
suffering from diabetes healthy means learning from the

experts and sharing that knowledge with family and friends.

That’s why SETMA partnered with Joslin Diabetes Center, the world’s
premiere diabetes research and clinical care organization. Here at Southeast
Texas Medical Associates, we bring together advanced technology, the latest

treatments and an abundance of educational and support services. Teamed
with our public reporting of physician performance, SETMA is committed

to providing extraordinary care for our community. So when you’re
searching for answers, remember, they’re right here at home.
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You know how to
care for your family.

Do you know how to take
care of yourself?

Healthcare where your health is the only care.

Instilling good habits in our kids plays
a key role in their future. And taking

good care of ourselves ensures we will
always be here to take care of them.

That’s why SETMA partnered with
Joslin Diabetes Center, the world’s

premiere diabetes research and clinical
care organization. Here at Southeast
Texas Medical Associates, we bring

together advanced technology, the latest
treatments and an abundance of

educational and support services. Teamed
with our public reporting of physician
performance, SETMA is dedicated to

meeting the needs of our patients
in all stages of life. So when you’re
searching for answers, remember,

they’re right here at home.
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You know how to enjoy our
best natural resources.

Have you discovered the best
resource to tackle diabetes?

Healthcare where your health is the only care.

When it comes to diabetes, today's medicine
offers unlimited hope and potential for a long, full life.

Providing quality resources for our diabetic community
means constantly researching and discovering,

and bringing those answers to you.

That’s why SETMA partnered with Joslin Diabetes
Center, the world’s premiere diabetes research and
clinical care organization. Here at Southeast Texas

Medical Associates, we bring together advanced
technology, the latest treatments and an abundance of

educational and support services. Teamed with our
public reporting of physician performance, SETMA is

dedicated to meeting the needs of our patients in
all stages of life. So when you’re searching for

answers, remember, they’re right here at home.
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You know where to find
the latest in footwear.

Do you know where to
find the latest in healthcare?

Healthcare where your health is the only care.

Helping to keep those in our community suffering from
diabetes healthy means learning from the experts and

sharing that knowledge with family and friends.

That’s why SETMA partnered with Joslin Diabetes Center, the world’s
premiere diabetes research and clinical care organization. Here at Southeast
Texas Medical Associates, we bring together advanced technology, the latest

treatments and an abundance of educational and support services. Teamed
with our public reporting of physician performance, SETMA is committed

to providing extraordinary care for our community. So when you’re
searching for answers, remember, they’re right here at home.
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